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ABOUT US
OmSpace Rocket and Exploration Pvt. Ltd. is a

Company of Space experts who work in the Aerospace &

Defense Industry

Recognized by Startup India and Supported by Cradle-

EDII, DST, Govt of India, recognized by Ministry of

MSME, Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Department of

Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade and Make in

India Campaign

Building a Reusable Electric Rocket to carry a payload

into Lower Earth Orbit by adopting advanced

technology
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"NOTHING WORTHWHILE
COMES EASILY.

WORK,CONTINUOUS
WORK AND HARD WORK,

IS THE ONLY WAY TO
ACCOMPLISH RESULTS

THAT LAST."
-Mr Ravindra Raj B M

       Founder & CEO

ABOUT THE
COMPANY

Omspace Rocket and Exploration Pvt.Ltd.

              India is a country with a lot of potential in the field of science and

technology. If we look at the past, India has done a lot of work in the field

of science and technology. With the turn of century new opportunities

came up and new ideas arise and there especially one field which has seen

a lot of growth is the field of space technology. In the past few decades

ISRO remained and still is the sole organization in India which can launch

a rocket. With the advancements happening so drastically, there was an

opportunity for a lot of start-ups to come up during recent times. One

such company started recently in 2020 during the pandemic.

          Omspace Rocket and Exploration Pvt. Ltd. incorporated as a

Private Limited Company in June 2020 and is recognized as a start-up by

the Department of Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade. The start-

up is working in "Aeronautical /Aerospace" Industry and is self-

certified. The company has been recognized by Ministry of MSME,

Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Department of Promotion of Industry and

Internal Trade, Start-up India and Make in India Campaign.

                  The founder of the company, Mr. Ravindra Raj BM, CEO is a

young and dynamic person whose vision and enthusiasm inspires a

generation of kids and engineers in India. The company aspires to design

and manufacture a reusable and cost affordable rocket which would be

capable of launching Nano and small satellites into orbit. The rocket is

named INFINITY-ONE. The whole idea of making a reusable rocket is to

make it affordable for lot of student and professional organizations to

launch their own satellites which successively gives access to new

technologies and space as well to those organizations. The company since

the beginning has reached a lot of mile stones. We have collaborated with

a lot of international companies starting with Prometheus, a UK based

company in October 2020. The company has also partnered with several

organizations &amp; Institutes within India during the pandemic.

                        We are building a Reusable Electric Rocket to carry payload

into Lower Earth Orbit by adopting advanced technologies like Advanced

Material Composite,Metal 3D printing, Cryogenic Engine, Nano Avionics,

and More. Currently the company is on its way to design and test its own

rocket engine, which will be India’s first electric-pump fed engine, and it is

expected to be completed very soon.
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After a lull of roughly fifty years the world is finally yielding to
it’s exploratory instincts. We at OMSPACE ROCKET and
EXPLORATION PVT LTD really want to spread this flame as much
as possible and ensure that it never gets extinguished. As such ,
we have launched our space education initiative to share all we
know with as many as possible.

We know traditional schooling can be boring sometimes.So we
made sure to keep the process interactive and engaging.All
doubts are answered in real time , without judgement and live
experiments are performed to maintain a hands-on approach.
     
We know that everyone has a different appetite and thus our
offerings range from a mere 3 hour worksop to wholesome 100
hour courses. The syllabus is a holistic mix of all things space.
Technical principles, history and even memes , we got it all
covered under one roof. We intend to communicate not just the
math but also the enthusiasm.

We are fortunate to have the support of ISRO personnel both
retired and otherwise who regularly interact with participants
and guide us in our quest to space. For example Prof R.R
Elangovan who used to work with the legendary late Dr APJ
ABDUL KALAM checks up weekly on our progress and talks to
children about his experience with Dr KALAM , space exploration
in general and even career advice from time to time.Serving the
nation even after retirement.

All in all, this is our little contribution to the upcoming
revolution. 

Omspace Rocket and Exploration
Pvt. Ltd. aspires to nurture today’s
young inquisitive minds.

 To enlighten today’s Young minds
and tomorrow’s Leaders about the
Problems faced by the Nation and
the World  through the talent we
nurture and the research we do

Creating innovative connections
among Students across the Country
and the Globe in the field of Rocket
Science.

GOALS
 

YOUNGSPACE ROCKET-ED

In this interest, Omspace Rocket and Exploration
Pvt. Ltd. has initialized a program for Young

minds

OBJECTIVES

To train and educate Students about
Rocketry and to provide them with a
path in the field    of Rocket Science.

To brief the students with new ideas and
exploration of new cutting-edge
technologies.

 From Technical aspect, we want
students to have a sound knowledge of
rockets.



In session 1 we had discussed about Satellite

Electronics by Prof M Krishnaswamy (former

ISRO Scientist). The session 1 of the workshop

ended with the announcement of competitions

which were, Quiz and Rocket making

competition. We received an amazing response

from the attendees. The session 2 started on 05th

of July with Prof. R R Elangovan speaking about

“Artificial Intelligence in Aerospace".  We also

had a small session on 3D printing given by Mr.

Himanshu [Design Engineer] where people were

made aware about the latest trends in technology

in the field of 3D printing and Aeropsace. The

workshop ended on a good note with the

announcement of winner of the competitions.

HIGHLIGHTS OF 

 WORKSHOP 7.0

The workshop 7.0 was a 2-day workshop

organised and managed by Omspace

Rocket and Exploration Pvt. Ltd. The

workshop was a huge success and was

attended by a large number of enthusiastic

people from different age groups. We had

two amazing speakers in the workshop

who have a lot of experience in the field

rocket science. The speakers were former

ISRO scientists with an experience of

more than 15 years each. The workshop

was conducted in two sessions, one on

04th of July 2021 and the other session on

the day after. 
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 Prof.M.Krishnaswamy, was born in the year 1948

and has  received his BE (Hons) in Electronics and

Telecommunication Engineering from PSG College

of Technology, Coimbatore, in 1971 and his Post

Graduation in electronics from Baba Atomic

Research Center (BARC) Training School, Bombay

in 1972. He joined Vikram Sarabhai Space Center

(VSSC), Thiruvananthapuram and associated with

the design, development and successful launching

of Satellite Launch Vehicles (SLV-3), Augmented

Satellite Launch Vehicles (ASLV) and Polar Satellite

Launch Vehicles (PSLV) and Spacecraft like APPLE,

IRS series and INSAT-2 series of satellites. He

worked with His Excellency, with the former

President of India, Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam from 1972

to 1983 for the development and Launch of SLV-3

Launch Vehicle

PROF  M  KRISHNASWAMY

PROF  R  R  ELANGOVAN

Prof. R R Elangovan majored in Aeronautical

Engineering from IIT Kharagpur. He has 42+ years

of experiece in the industry. He served as "Scientist

Engineer Project Manager" at Vikram Sarabhai

Space Center for 17+years in the domain of

Structural Design of Launch Vehicles. At ISRO, he

was core member of GSLV Mk-1 team. He has also

been an Ex-Colleague of Late Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam.

Prof. R R Elangovan holds 14 yearsof Academic

Experience in Teaching and Established

Aeronautical Engineering Department in Three

Countries as in India, Oman, Eritrea. He holds 8

years of International experience in Aerospace

Research & Development, Marketing and

Implementation of Satellite Communication

Projects and Marketing in Middle East. 
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YoungSpace Rocket-Ed program was initiated to
educate kids and space enthusiasts from all
backgrounds and areas of life. It was initiated
with a series of workshops that are conducted
every week with new and inspiring topics. The
main purpose of this initiative is to bring all the
people interested in space and rocket technology.
The first workshop was conducted as a 2-day
session in May 2020 with around 200 people from
all backgrounds. It was a great success and had
inspired the Omspace RE to scale the program
and bring to people a course of 100 hours spread
over a period of 1 year in Advanced concepts of
rocket engineering. Since the start of the
workshop series we have educated and inspired
around 1000 people in a span of 45 days in the
areas of rocket technology and space
engineering. We hope to keep this going and
expect to push the boundaries by inspiring
generations.

OUR
SUCCESS

TESTIMONIALS

The different aspects covered like the electronics, 3-D
printing for body, AI which are considered in a

spacecraft and got to know about the many space
mission lined up and how any organisation goes about

the same( planning).

-  ABHISHEK BHARDWAJ - SUBHANKAR BARUA

"The points were made clear and was well
explained, I really loved this workshop. The

gained knowledge would be very much
helpful in future. Looking forward for more

such sessions.  "

The workshop was totally amazing , and the
speakers are fantabulous because the speakers , are

well experienced scientists... THANKS TEAM
OMSPACE FOR PROVIDING THIS TYPE OF

OPPURTINITY TO MANY YOUNG MINDS TO
EXPLORE THE SCIENCE AND LOGIC BEHIND THE

SPACE AND ROCKETS

-PRATYUSH MOHAPATRA

SINCE I AM A MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
STUDENT JUST STUDYING THEORIES, THIS

TYPE OF INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCES HAS
GIVEN A GREAT EXERIENCE.

-  SREEHARI SH



ROCKET MODEL WINNERS

COMPETITION WINNERS

QUIZ WINNERS

Ujjwal MishraVaaruni SharmaAbhijeet Singh Rajath Shetty R. Ranjani
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www.omspace.in

CONTACT US
+91 - 79 - 23969151 ext 541
+91 9366343825
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